Variants of TLR1 associated with tuberculosis susceptibility in the Chinese Tibetan population but not in Han Chinese.
Toll-like receptor 1 (TLR1) participates in the innate immune response to Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This study mainly investigated the relationship between polymorphisms of TLR1 and tuberculosis (TB) susceptibility in the two Chinese populations. Totally, 1185 Han and 1216 Tibetan participants were enrolled. TagSNPs of TLR1 were selected and genotyped. Analyses of linkage disequilibrium and haplotypes were performed by software Haploview and SHEsis. Gene-gene interactions were evaluated using the nonparametric multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) method. Gene-by-sex interaction in the Tibetan population and gene-by-smoking interaction in the Han population were also calculated. Association between rs4833095 and TB susceptibility was evaluated by meta-analysis. In the Tibetan population, the A alleles of rs5743557 and rs5743596 were related with reduced tuberculosis risk (p < 0.001 and p = 0.001) after adjusting for confounding factors. Additionally, rs5743604_A was associated with increased TB susceptibility (p = 0.004). The frequency of haplotype rs4833095-rs5743557-rs5743596-rs5743604 CAAG was significantly higher in the healthy controls (HC) group (p = 0.0009), while frequency of haplotype CGGA was higher in the TB group (p = 0.001). Significant associations were detected between rs4833095-rs5743557-rs5743604 interactions and TB susceptibility. Interactions between rs5743596 and sex in the Tibetan population, between rs5743604 and smoking in the Han population were revealed as well. However, no significant main effects were observed in the Han population. The rs4833095 was not associated with TB susceptibility after meta-analysis either. Our study suggested that SNPs of the TLR1 gene were associated with TB susceptibility in the Chinese Tibetan population, but not in the Han population.